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VERSION HISTORY
Vers 1.0 - First version by Xave Team
Vers 1.1 - New item: “Token economy” Reviewed by Juan M. Cufré, Leandro Moleón and Matías
Calzada.
Vers 1.1.01 - Reviewed by Juan M. Cufré, minor changes.
Vers 1.1.02 - Updated by Hernán Portugal. Update and progress of the metaverse.
Vers 1.1.03 - Tokenomics update by Leandro Moleón and Jack Saracco.
Vers 1.2.01 - Updated by Juan M. Cufré, inclusion of Xave Gateway incorporating the functions of
NFA, and removal of NFA as an autonomous Xave project and as E.R.C. Added Xave Infinity and Xave
Alphaverse. Update and review of tokenomics. Added XVC vesting details and new exchange listing
dates. Added “Token per Concert” and preliminary ticketing model to Xave Gateway tokenomics.
Minor fixes.
Vers. 1.2.02 - Updated by Matías Calzada, Hernan Portugal, Diego M. Balan and Juan M. Cufré,
exclusion of point 5 in objectives, simplification and correction of errors. Added the fee per ticket.
Roadmap update. Updates in Vesting and Distribution graphs.
Vers 1.2.02.03 - Various error fixes.
Vers. 1.22.01 - Added token vesting schedule details and graphs.
Vers. 1.22.02 - Vesting schedule fixes. (Current)

VISION
Our vision is to bring artists closer to their fans in a unique environment that identifies them and
allows them to express themselves. Where they can exhibit, monetize and fully exploit their art; a
place that inspires not only the creativity of the artists, but also that of the fans, so that together
they can bring to life a unique experience and be part of this new digital universe (metaverse). We
envision being the main stage of the metaverse.

MISSION
Xave's mission is to empower the music industry and provide the market with technological tools
that allow growth through the use of metaverses, exchange between users with blockchain
technology and new operating mechanisms with NFTs and economic logics based on digital financial
assets.
For this we will work on the evolution of our metaverse so that it becomes the example to follow in
the matter, together with a fundamental technological tool for our metaverse and that of third
parties, which can be used to enhance the economic logic of almost any digital platform.

ABOUT US
We are a young team, passionate about music, art, and technology, born from the experience we
had in two companies with a global impact, with the sole and clear objective of building a new and
better industry for all branches of the world of art.
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Our team of professionals has more than 15 years of experience in the music and entertainment
industry (record company, management, integral production of concerts, etc.), as well as in the
filmmaking and production of audiovisual content in 2D format. , 360° and VR. In the technological
field, we have extensive training due to the development of various platforms and infrastructures
(OTTs, mobile apps, ticketing systems, ultra high definition streaming (8K), UGC platforms, Big Data,
VR and AR App, and AI).
We are standing before the gates of the fourth technological revolution, and one step away from
making a dream come true, a vision, and being able to give the world of art its place, the one it
really deserves.

SUMMARY
Xave is a company focused on the development of metaverses and the exploitation of
blockchain-based technologies, which is strategically supported by 4 products.

1. Xave Alphaverse (Metaverse)
The metaverse - acronym for "meta-" "beyond" and "universe" - is a universe parallel to the physical
world that is made up of interconnected virtual worlds and in which humans live an alternative
existence and experience.
Xave Alphaverse immerses the user in an open virtual world in constant expansion and evolution,
where you can explore new places, play, create, and interact in an extraordinary way in various
cities that will lead you to unique experiences.
Xave Alphaverse launches its first city, “GoMusic City”, which proposes putting users face to face
with their favorite artists. The fan is not only discovering a new world full of music, but is also part
of what makes it great through their own creations, experiences, and interactions with other fans,
or by attending incredible shows, concerts, festivals. , events and much more.

2. Xave Gateway & Wallet
From Xave we developed Gateway, an unprecedented variety of a Token Economy Engine for
Metaverses, “The Metaverse Engine '', to allow users of Xave Alphaverse and other metaverses to
operate with personalized and realistic economic logics that may or may not be related with NFTs.
More information in the Tokenomics section of this document.
Xave Gateway allows Xave Alphaverse users to generate their own economic logics or use default
logics to exchange services, objects, rent NFTs or generate new lines of business for their creations.
It allows the correct distribution of funds between parties when there are multiple creators or
owners of content, and preserves this information persistently for subsequent exchanges.
Xave Gateway will also be able to store the metadata of the NFTs created in the environment of
Xave NFT Marketplace, with the goal of generating, in the future, a new way of storing this
information in a distributed and persistent manner, lasting over time.
From mobiles, it will be possible to use Xave Wallet as a virtual wallet and Gateway companion-app,
it is multi-currency with which the user will be able to buy and sell XVC with other cryptocurrencies,
manage their virtual tokens and their NFTs. With the highest standards of security and identity
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validation, as well as movement and custody of digital assets, it will provide the user with a
comfortable, intuitive and easy user experience.

3. Xave Coin
Xave Coin is a digital currency oriented to the world of music and art, designed for the exchange of
products, goods, services, and for the capitalization of individuals, groups or companies.
Xave Coin's purpose is to tokenize various commercial and business projects globally based on
technology and the various branches that are part of the art. Also, it seeks to solve several of the
economic and financial challenges that the music and artistic entertainment industry is currently
going through.
Xave Coin will be used as an incentive to encourage users to use, share and exploit the projects that
are part of it, as well as projects from alliances with companies and companies that are part of the
Xave Network partner program. It will be the official currency of the project and the preferred token
for all operations within Xave Gateway.

4. Xave NFT Marketplace
It is a project aimed at being a DeFi Marketplace for non-fungible assets. A simple-to-use platform,
oriented towards easy understanding to facilitate the adoption of NFTs by both content creators and
end users and the agencies in charge of generating distribution actions for these digital assets.
Users will be able to create, sell and buy NFTs by setting all the necessary parameters for their
creation, from the metadata to the associated digital asset.
Some of the NFTs purchased on the Xave Marketplace will have the option to alter key aspects of
certain spaces within the Xave Metaverse, as well as granting special access to certain exclusive
areas or consumption of certain products.

CHALLENGE
It all starts with music. That varied market, full of artists trying to make a place for themselves in
people's hearts. From a technology perspective, people are just "the consumer" and we see it as a
money earner, someone who clicks somewhere and takes an action, paying for it with their data or
credit card. Many similar visions exist today, bringing any vision of cultural growth to being a
business. At Xave we want to take this to another level. But how? How to change such an old and
rooted paradigm in the lives of artists, entire markets and consumers?
Currently, the most popular platforms where music can be consumed legally require the user to pay
for the service. This payment is simply distributed to pay for the use of the platform, that is
everything that is needed so that all the parties involved receive their fees, until finally reaching the
artist. This means that, for each reproduction, these parties involved receive a small part of what
the user may have paid to consume the service. This is largely due to the fact that it is much more
profitable for a user to consume a service that must be paid for on a monthly basis with a
subscription format. In these models, the equation to pay for each reproduction is speculative and
complex since it is impossible to know how many hours a user will be able to listen, much less
determine how many songs they will listen to in that time given the variable nature of the duration
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of each song. Therefore, the consumption data of the platform will also be uncertain and will be
based on statistics. These models base their consumption on forced incentive systems, loading new
and innovative content as constantly as possible to attract subscribers to continue consuming or
simply keep their subscription active in the expectation of finding new advances.
Other services of this kind are based on the purchase of an album in digital format, with the option
to purchase the physical version and receive it by traditional mail. In these models, the economic
route may be more profitable and predictable, but for the consumer of variety, this model is
unprofitable and even expensive, limited to fans and faithful of each artist or composer group who
wish to help the artist to grow and continue producing.
In all aspects mentioned above, the objective is that the user consumes (listens to) the product (a
song or an album), pays for it and the artist - plus all intermediary parties - receive a commission for
their fees in order to continue producing . Simple, just like that.
But, what happens if we want the user to earn something besides the pleasure of listening to a song
by their favorite artist? What happens to the artist when consumers stop listening to their songs?
How much economic effort does it take for an artist to get to the point where their reproductions
generate income? Who invests in all that?
Of course, many of these questions are not answered from the eyes of technology. Of course not,
technology only sees consumers and clicks, I charge here, I pay there and the game ends there. At
Xave we think that technology should always serve the good of man, therefore, this approach forces
us to want to change this paradigm and add an equation that solves the problem, allowing the
consumer to be one more cog in the chain instead of simply being a financial asset. If the consumer
wins in the process, he stops being just a consumer and becomes part of the staff. How could we
provide such freedom?
The wit of the artists and the intrinsic creativity necessary to carry out a work or to overcome the
limitations of each individual - economy, idiosyncrasy, local culture, age, etc. - really has no limits.
Whoever has the will to achieve something will eventually do it. Many stories of these cases abound
around the world, artists who give everything to achieve who they are today, such as Elvis Presley,
The Beatles, Madonna, Lady Gaga, etc., and others who are giving everything to one day reach
become who they want to be.
Behind all this effort there is a great engine, an essential requirement to stay on track: Money. It is
not necessary to explain what it can be used for, I understand that here you, Mr. Reader, can get an
idea.
Artists will always find a way to get it, whether it's investments from family members, going through
all kinds of sales and raffles, selling their own albums or songs on third-party platforms, even selling
rights and profits in exchange for the representation of a record company.
At Xave we think that there may be a lot of art still waiting to be discovered, and we want the path
to travel to be shorter for those who have the will to climb to the top. We also believe that it is
possible to take advantage of the benefits of the current blockchain market to achieve the liquidity
that an artist needs in this process.
The model developed by Xave contemplates the creation of a unique and innovative virtual digital
space and the existence and rapid adoption of tokenized assets by the different markets. We believe
that this model could be leveraged to take it one step further to the point where owning a token
can mean having a financial asset that constantly generates value, and constantly trading it is a
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benefit rather than a one-time sale, thus giving it the consumer the necessary tool to help the artist,
grow the distribution market by growing each song separately, helping the artist in the process,
while who before was just a passive consumer can now be part of the history of each artist,
obtaining an incentive in the process.

IMPLEMENTATION IN THE CURRENT MARKET
At this point we understand that distribution is elemental to the entire process. In order for an artist
to live off his songs, he must first get his target audience to know him and consume his product in a
service that can then pay the artist for each reproduction. The cost of this process is currently
absorbed by the artist by his own means, or the representative agencies if he has them. It is a value
bet, left to chance, depending on the fact that an artist has managed to empathize with the public using his work and its history - added to a good distribution campaign in the ways that are possible;
from advertising on ad-servers to public roads and television. Creativity is still the key.
The services in charge of this step are generally agencies, companies or individuals, or simply record
companies that - optionally - outsource the process to other agencies. The final product of a song,
its video clip, and all the accompanying art, is often the product of multiple parties' investment of
money and creativity. All in search of all or some of these parts being able to later benefit from the
success of the product they are generating.
But getting back to the digital process at hand, all of this doesn't take place until the song is digitized
and released on one or more distribution platforms such as Spotify, Tidal, or Napster (formerly
Rhapsody). The growth of streaming music has outpaced physical sales and has become the largest
source of revenue in the music industry in most major markets. At present, streaming music is the
main driver of revenue growth from music, even in markets where physical sales are still popular.
Following the case of Napster, an artist needs only 77,474 views of a single to achieve an income of
USD 1,400.00 - But, stop here, it's not as easy as it seems. Daniel Sánchez, in a column for Digital
Music News, captions a section of his article about a David Crosby tweet about the streaming
platforms' tiny payments for their plays: "In the age of streaming, we still haven't figured out the
effectiveness of record companies' payments to artists". Sánchez then elaborates that "after all, the
major labels receive more than 50% of the rights to streaming music services. And, with each
passing fiscal quarter, they continue to post record streaming revenues. For example, UMG and
Sony Music pull in $550,000 an hour in combined streaming revenue.
The Byrds, as well as Crosby, Stills and Nash, also continue to be incredibly popular. On Spotify
alone, both groups have 1.5 and 2 million monthly listeners, respectively. So how much of his hits
has Crosby seen? And how much do they actually keep? [...] But, who is the real culprit of these
humiliating payments? Spotify, Apple Music and all the other streaming platforms? Or the major
labels?

Of course, an emerging artist probably wouldn't have this debate if they could represent themselves
or hire someone to do it for them, but the first challenge is being able to afford that. At Xave we
think that in this scenario it is better not to speculate, to instead leave it to the public, giving them
the opportunity to buy part of the rights to the song, thus investing in the artist and in the
distribution of the song in logical percentages. . In this way, the consumer now becomes an active
part of the history of the song, being able to accumulate benefits and sell their shares to continue
promoting the injection of money into the distribution mechanism.
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As an example, if an artist decides that he can give 20% of the rights of his new song to a digital
representation so that other users can buy them, and thus finance his growth as they would in a
crowdfunding, he could reach more quickly its two key objectives:
〉

Market acceptance information: If the product achieves rapid acceptance, it will manifest
itself in rapid and escalating revenue. On the other hand, if the product is not well received,
it is not financed correctly and you will have to find another creative means to get out, or
not do it.

〉

Financing for the distribution and advertising necessary to publicize the new work.

The main difference between this model and crowdfunding lies in the implementation: In a
crowdfunding, the artist should give credit to those who helped him finance himself through
non-perishable valuables that are given as equivalent value (a t-shirt, a card, an object exclusive, a
membership, etc.).
In the proposed model, what is given in exchange is net profit, that is, the product of success. And
this product can then be marketed in parallel, helping the subsequent growth of the tokenized song
and, therefore, revaluing it.
When this is done, we discard the attempt to accommodate the model in current systems. The
crowdfunding model is similar, but it is not adapted. The current streaming model is only one part
of the equation, but there are still many other issues to be resolved.
With regard to the distribution of the song, we find ourselves with a world of agencies and services
dedicated to this purpose. Some, fully developed on computer systems, allow the use of APIs to
interact and provide excellently developed management panels (Facebook or Google, to name a
few). Others, not so advanced, require manual intervention in the process and have an agency that
manages the resources part by part. To date, there is no way to fully automate this process, and,
therefore, a single company could not absorb the workflow necessary to generate the distribution
of a large number of songs of this model that we at Xave propose. At this point we believe that the
incorporation of a "publishers'' model is necessary, to continue on the line of decentralization
proposed by the blockchain world.
The "publishers" could well be individuals or companies, validated by the project and a trajectory
evaluation process, which will be in charge of receiving the investment destined for distribution in
each asset and carrying out the execution of the actions. In order to favor the equitable distribution
of this resource, as well as to try to provide insurance to the owners in this aspect, we consider that
objectives should be established that allow several publishers to take charge of the necessary
aspects for a correct distribution, so that, if any of they do not achieve the necessary objectives, it
may lead to another to replace it.
Currently, whoever wants to do this must connect each piece individually, and put a management
system behind it. It will then be another piece to build.
With regard to payments, in general, settlements of the rights to reproduce a song are made
quarterly to the labels in charge of managing the rights of the artist. These have defined fiscal
cycles, which must then be accommodated in accounting processes, and after all this process the
artist would receive their profits as a result of all the deductions that must be made. The artist must
delegate part of those payments to the platform so that the owners can receive their earnings.
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In the Xave model, token earnings should be reflected immediately and consistent with replay stats.
This puts us in the position of having to obtain statistics from all the places where an economic
return can be obtained for a reproduction, which does not exist either. We reviewed some existing
ones and we consider that it will be necessary to adapt this market and develop an API capable of
allowing providers to easily report each reproduction. We also believe that this information should
remain open and available for further processing, which is why we plan to integrate with
decentralized post-processing systems to generate public reports and statistics.
Perhaps asking the artist to perform these tasks is a very difficult step, complicating its
implementation. Here we see it appropriate to consider the artist as a "content creator" and thus
place an abstraction in front of the artist, so that another can assume the role of managing
payments and the identity of the artist within the process (for example, an authorized entity for
him).
As you can see at this point, there is plenty of room to continue contributing to this complex world
of creativity and business. This model, which here is only developed for a single song, could then be
exported to other types of assets.

POSSIBLE SOLUTION
With an open and decentralized economy under the cryptocurrency Xave Coin - official currency
that operates on various blockchain networks - fans, users and artists will be able to access various
traditional gamified experiences, buy and sell official digital assets (NFTs) and collectibles tied to
music and art, such as avatars, spaces within cities, buildings, works of art, music, etc.
Xave develops as a comprehensive solution a combination of a 100% gamified digital/virtual space,
a metaverse called Xave Alphaverse, in which various business models and verticals are integrated
(traditional ticketing, streaming, commercialization of NFTs, and big data) available to content
creators, with an unprecedented proprietary technology called Xave Gateway, which will allow
users, consumers, content creators and publishers participate in the development of an open digital
economy in which they will be able to conduct business between peers using an interface of
assembly of business rules, exchange, loan and rent.
We understand that this project can grow and be widely used, since it is our main objective. For all
this, Xave proposes the implementation of an open source service infrastructure under the LGPLv3
license, with a scalable co-participation governance system, which allows participants, developers
and companies from around the world to contribute their knowledge and their time to grow a
resource distribution model for art and entertainment that can also provide a large amount of
information and statistics in real time from the world of music. The entire model, from the source
code to the legal models underlying the business that Xave proposes for all parties, will be open and
subject to governance for improvement and expansion. Other companies may adopt the model and
incorporate it as a source for their projects, contributing their changes and improvements to the
Core of the project in accordance with and in accordance with the LGPLv3.
In addition, Xave proposes to the market the implementation of structured data entry and exit APIs
for global analysis of consumption and subsequent prediction of audience behavior, all under a
model of free consumption and guaranteed access to content creators. Additionally, companies and
professionals could consume larger volumes of information by validating their account and paying
for an additional service.
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Said infrastructure must be maintained under the philosophy of decentralization to prevent its
adulteration by fraudulent actions until its evolution towards a technology that allows its complete
decentralization. For this, given that many required systems must place their trust in third-party
services that do not meet these characteristics, Xave proposes the use of cloud-agnostic and
blockchain infrastructures to ensure the correct operation and security of the information even in
cases where the IaaS providers could conflict with the project or have technical problems that could
prevent the system from working. In other words, Xave must be able to be implemented on top of
other open source technologies that do not depend on private providers for their operation and
that can be implemented in infrastructures distributed among several of them, under the same
virtual private network.
By way of example, but not exhaustive, some of the functions that the platform will offer in order to
meet the technological objective are:
〉

Have an API capable of collecting ordered data about the consumption of the assets that
will be tokenized using Xave Gateway and NFTs. Likewise, such a service must be able to
deliver this information to subscribed third parties and to the platform in order to manage
payments in real time using the platform's official token (XVC).

〉

Have a web and 3D platform connected simultaneously with blockchains compatible with
smart contracts for the mining of non-fungible tokens (NFT), their management,
commercialization, exchange, monitoring and consumption. Such an interface will allow the
user to view all the existing tokens in the different networks, but only interact with those
that have an address and funds for their correct operation. Likewise, the creation of NFT
tokens may be carried out in the network of preference of each user, within an environment
controlled by Xave Marketplace.

〉

Have a platform native token (XVC) interoperation mechanism, so that users of one
blockchain can operate in another directly from our system.

〉

Have a panel that provides publishers with their due tasks and objectives to meet. In
addition, it is part of the objective to incorporate interfaces to simplify the publication of
paid ads on social networks without leaving the Xave interface.

〉

Have a native mobile application that facilitates the management of assets, their marketing
and exchange as a multi-blockchain Wallet exclusive to the platform, while gradually being
inclusive of other currencies.

〉

Have a curated interface for the content creator, which facilitates the tasks corresponding to
the entry of the funds to be distributed, the creation of new materials and the legal
validation of the identity.

FUNGIBLE ASSETS
Xave Coin is a “digital asset”, ERC20 and BEP20 type digital currency or token, deployed on
Ethereum and Binance Smart Chain. Oriented as the digital asset with which the monetization of an
ecosystem of companies, products related to music, cultural events, artists, producers and any
audiovisual content generator will be carried out.
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Its objective is to give an economic boost to the described ecosystem, providing tools that will allow
users to considerably boost this market for the development of artistic and creative products
through consumption/use in the associated platforms where the payment/collection processor is
installed.
Xave Coin is a digital currency dedicated to use in social and cultural media related to music,
creativity and art in general, including but not limited to theater, shows and concerts. The purpose
of the platform will be to provide the tools to the users and active parties, for the purchase, sale,
exchange, award and distribution of the ERC20 tokens on which the platform and the active projects
are based.
The digital currency will be used to buy and sell graphic assets, tickets to cultural events,
subscriptions to digital products, digital Pay-Per-View products, digital tickets, royalties to artists,
donations between users, investments, peer-to-peer exchange (including on platforms of Crypto
Exchange) and rewards to users for the consumption of the different platforms associated with this
mechanism (in accordance with the provisions established by the Marketing department), among
others.

OPERABILITY
Xave Alphaverse
A metaverse oriented to music and creativity, with original features, mainly oriented to generate
opportunities for content creators and publishers by using the technology provided by Xave
Gateway, Xave Marketplace and the NFT tokens operation provided by NFT models. Exclusive to
Xave. Destined to be the frontend of the entire platform.
Xave Alphaverse will allow users to buy spaces, land, buildings, commercial stores and apartments
for commercial use and rent to other users, enabling these functions progressively during its
different stages of development.

Early versions of Xave Alphaverse (Alpha and Beta versions)
before integration with Xave Gateway
USE OF NFT TOKENS AS ACCESS CONTROL AND PERMISSIONS
NFT tokens can be used within the Xave Alphaverse and later within the Xave Gateway as access
permissions for predefined actions in the Metaverse code. NFTs will prove possession and, where
appropriate, may modify key aspects of an object visible to other users while they have the NFT in their
possession.
After the development of Xave Gateway and its implementation, such NFTs may be used by other users
under the mechanics of rent or loan with any of the conditions allowed by the "Deals" block of Xave
Gateway Rule Builder.

12
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100% BLOCKCHAIN TICKETING SYSTEM: XAVE ACCESS
In addition to the functions related to NFTs, Xave will allow in its first public versions the consumption
and access to events and audiovisual content through a ticketing and access control mechanism
governed by a specialized smart contract, exclusively on the Binance Smart Chain network.
This smart contract will have a variety of functionalities related to fundraising, commission distribution
and granular access permissions, to provide Xave Alphaverse with a powerful blockchain ticketing engine
for any event inside and outside the metaverse.
The operation of this mechanism is that of access by pre-established time, defined in "business modes"
identified by an alphanumeric ID that contains the parameters of distribution of funds, price of each
ticket, duration of each access and revocability of withdrawal of funds by administrators optional. Then
"assets" (videos, access passes, etc.) that are configured with said "business modes" can be defined,
registering the purchases within a "business mode" data array.
Subsequently, an address or the holder of an authorized NFT token in the "business mode" will be able
to withdraw the funds in the corresponding proportion. In this way, each ticket purchased in a business
mode will result in a pre-established distribution of funds that each counterparty can then extract from
the contract whenever they wish.
As a standard, a fee per event of 10% of the proceeds for Xave and 90% for the artist(s) is considered.
These aspects can be configured on demand, specifying the addresses of the collectors and their exact
ratio per ticket.
This smart contract will be developed using Solidity as the programming language, and a contract will be
displayed for each token used as a means of payment. The source code will be published in the official
Xave Project Git so that it can be publicly audited.

Artist Tokens
Artist Tokens (NFTs) are officially licensed collectible digital cards of various celebrities in the music
industry.
Fans will be able to collect them by raising or lowering the value of each one depending on the
demand for them, as well as the real activity of the artist, his career, new releases, concerts, tours,
etc.

Under a kind of gamification that uses "blockchain" technology, users called "fans" will be able to
buy and sell cards through the "XAVE" Official Marketplace. Also, they can participate in various
trivia and games in order to win different prizes.
●

Standard number of cards per artist to be issued:

〉
〉
〉

1 unique (Platinum)
10 (Gold)
100 (Silver)

This amount may, in some cases, vary depending on the artist.
The user/fan will be able to acquire the amount they want through various auctions and pre-sales.
Those fans who manage to complete collections will get special prizes. This compensation model,
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designed in common agreement with the artist, will be set in advance as incentives to increase the
demand and exchange of digital assets.
The digital cards - tokens (NFT) - are designed so that music lovers can take advantage of their
knowledge as true fans and thus get a return on their investment and, at the same time, be part of
their favorite artist.

Token per Song
One song, one Token.
A new opportunity for fans to invest in their favorite songs, in the artists they are most passionate
about and be part of their music.
Fans will be able to acquire, depending on the artist, a collectible card linked to the song
corresponding to the token (NFT), a part (%) of the intellectual property rights, or a percentage of
the royalties from the record area.
Through the Xave Marketplace, fans will be able to acquire the tokens (NFT) of the songs they wish
to invest in. Said non-fungible tokens will be limited and their initial value will be stipulated by the
demand in the pre-sale, finally being marketed under the "auction", "batch sale" or "individual sale"
method.
Depending on the positioning of the artist, the traction of the song and the monetization it
generates in the various digital stores, the value of said token (NFT) will increase or decrease.
The investment raised by the sale of tokens will be used to promote the song on various digital
platforms, thus generating constant feedback that capitalizes on the artist (record and publishing
royalties) and the song token (increase in value), therefore , to the fan
“Artist Tokens” and “Song Tokens” will give Fans a sense of belonging and participation, of being
part of the artist, something they have never been able to experience before.

Token per Concert
Xave “Token per Concert” proposes to take the traditional financing model for concerts and cultural
events based on the ticketing model to a new level with the use of NFT tokens to generate financing for
the early stages of organizing events.
When musical events are organized, normally the organizing entities start with negative finances, since
prior to the sale of tickets and communication they must ensure, mainly, the location, production,
communication, cachet of musicians, etc. Such aspects require an initial outlay that is usually large. This,
in the current and traditional environment, is considered an investment with expectation of recovery
through ticketing, sponsorship and streaming, which is usually a great attraction for investors.
Xave “Token for Concert” allows the community of fans to be part of the group of investors, by selling
NFT tokens to finance the aforementioned initial stage of a concert or cultural event related to music.
Then, the holders of these NFT tokens will be able to accredit themselves to withdraw the funds
collected in the process of ticketing, sponsorship and streaming by using the preliminary version of the
100% blockchain ticketing system or, subsequently, directly receive the funds raised through Xave
Gateway.
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For this, the sales of the NFT tokens necessary for such a feat will be marketed with a guarantee system
for the return of funds based on a smart contract in charge of carrying out an Escrow (guarantee
deposit) that will return the funds if the objective of financing is not reached, or will allow the release of
the same if the objective is met. In turn, if the goal is reached, the NFT tokens reserved as collateral will
be minted in the name of the buyers, allowing them to later withdraw the funds collected in the ticket
sales process.
Once the NFT tokens have been minted and delivered to their buyers, they will also be able to trade
them at other securities, at will, as the right to withdraw the proceeds from the ticketing system or to
receive them in your Xave Gateway account will be the current holder of the NFT token and not the
initial purchaser.

OPPORTUNITY
〉

Gaming: The gaming industry grew 12% to reach US$139.9 billion in 2020 according to
SuperData. The technology industry already predicts that gaming will be the dominant
technological vertical of the next industrial revolution

〉

Revenue from virtual gaming worlds could grow to $400 billion by 2025, up from $180
billion in 2020, according to Grayscale. The majority of that $400 billion will be spent within
games, compared to spending on premium games, the company said. The metaverse may
represent a market opportunity of more than $1 trillion in annual revenue, according to a
November 2021 report from crypto investment giant Grayscale, which did not specify a
timeframe for this to occur.

〉

500,000 million dollars is the figure that marks the value of the metaverse today according
to Bloomberg. And it forecasts that in the middle of the following decade it will reach
800,000 million to reach 2.5 billion by 2030.

〉

Virtual Reality (VR): Worldwide spending on augmented reality and virtual reality (AR/VR)
was $18.8 billion in 2020, an increase of 78.5% from $10.5 billion spent the previous year.
The exponential growth of the virtual reality market and its great opportunity in the music
industry leads XAVE Coin to rely on the launch of the fifth generation of
telecommunications (5G).

〉

Streaming: After the impact generated by the pandemic, revenue from video streaming
services (OTT) grew 26% and is expected to continue the same trend in the coming years,
almost doubling the revenue obtained in 2019 (US$46.4 billion), for reach US$86.8 billion in
2024. According to PWC, the increase in streaming services made global data consumption
another segment benefiting from the digital acceleration triggered by the pandemic,
projecting an increase of 33.8% in 2021 , and a doubling of its current value in 2024.

〉

5G: The global market for 5G technology is expected to reach US$667.9 billion in 2026,
registering a CAGR of 122.3% from 2021 to 2026. Asia and the Pacific would be the largest
contributors to the global market, with US$2.2 billion in 2020, and is estimated to reach
US$329.09 billion in 2026, registering a CAGR of 130.7% over the forecast period.
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TOKENOMICS ENGINE FOR METAVERSES: XAVE GATEWAY
Xave is an ecosystem of hybrid products between blockchain and cloud technology, which will
provide users with tools to create and trade non-fungible or collectible tokens, as well as the
opportunity to create economic logic with a new visual tool, which can then be used within and
outside of the Xave Alphaverse and Xave Marketplace for peer-to-peer trading.
All these operations are carried out in a centralized multi-platform and multi-blockchain system that
we call Xave Gateway, a gateway to all the possible business logics of this metaverse and of all
those who want to connect to technology outside of it. Xave Gateway provides users with a
centralized engine for Staking operations, exchange services, loans, sales of non-NFT products
between users, gifts, commissions, rewards and prizes. It is the gateway to all the possible business
logics of this metaverse and of all those who want to connect to technology.
All operations are based on the entry and exit of XVC tokens from multiple blockchains, to then
manage user balances in a more flexible way, allowing the user to withdraw or deposit in their
Gateway Balance whenever they want, from and to any of the available blockchains.
The core of the entire XVC token economy resides within the Xave Gateway. Operations are
managed in real time in a centralized system. In this way, Xave Gateway allows access to certain
microeconomic schemes such as Staking, Governance, Staking to open worlds, Burning tokens,
Atomic transactions between peers, Rewards based on time, among others.
Users, companies and providers of audiovisual content are considered "accounts" alike, and each of
them can generate logical business rules using a simple and modular mechanism called Rule
Builder: An "Economic Rules Assembler" where each account can specify through processes and
metadata those objects and services that you want to market, what levels of access you require,
and with what business logic you can access them. Users will then be able to make exchanges,
loans, sales, rentals and access passes (tickets) with each other, to name a few examples, just by
building a business rule using pre-established blocks. These blocks will be updated periodically and
it will be possible to add new blocks in later versions of Xave Gateway.
With this tool we intend to provide the ecosystem with a simple method, scalable without limits, so
that any user, content creator or company can port their business models to the metaverse without
friction, and with a smooth learning curve. The rules do not require programming knowledge or
execute any type of blockchain function directly.
Gateway provides accounts with the following functions, which will be implemented gradually
during its development:

Time-Based Rewards
It is possible to generate rewards based on bags of tokens that are distributed in predetermined
blocks of time, designed to reward users for certain constant actions (for example, installing a
mobile App or subscribing to an event). This scheme allows the same pool of rewards to be
uniformly distributed among an endless number of users, automatically adjusting the prize per time
window in real time in relation to the number of active users. Thus, if a user withdraws, the others
will get more of each reward.
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Staking on virtual financial assets
Xave Gateway allows Staking on any asset that generates profits. In this way, users will be able to
invest in assets that can grow and generate profits. Profits are distributed proportionally to the
Stakers, based on the portion of the Stake they have deposited. Properly harnessed, this tool could
enable the exponential growth of any asset in the metaverse or beyond. This type of Staking
delivers LP tokens specific to each Stake pool, used by the system to track who should deliver
profits.
The percentage of Stake that the user has is proportional to the percentage of profit that he
receives. That is, the n% of the profit of the financial asset divided among the Stakeholders. This
Stake could, as long as it can be guaranteed, be used for investment in activities that generate
revenue for the asset, thus enhancing profits for the user and acting as funding for the asset. The
tokens placed in these schemes are locked for certain times for each offer.

Liquidity Provider Token (LP***)
An exclusive token for use within Xave Gateway. It is the guarantee of Staking in earning
applications, such as validators and Staking on assets. Stake prizes are paid in these virtual tokens. It
is always worth the same as the XVC and can be used in the same way as the XVC. It represents the
value locked in a Staking, so that any Stake reward can be claimed with just the possession of these
tokens. The mechanics of using these tokens allow users to quickly enter and exit the Staking
systems.

Atomic peer-to-peer transactions, loans and rentals of in-game items and NFTs
Certain P2P operations such as the sale of services or products (ticketing, PPV, access NFT, etc.)
within the metaverse may involve several transactions between registered peers, for example, for
the payment of commissions, royalties and shares of the same service or product. These operations
can be configured as "Atomic Transactions" using the Rule Builder. In this way, the creation of
business logic can be used by audiovisual content providers to provide a crypto-friendly experience
with no more effort than integrating the product and the business mechanics in Xave Gateway.
This opens the door to the generation of peer-to-peer services, where some users can perform
actions on behalf of other user(s). Each user will be able to define a cost for carrying out these
operations, which may be "percentage commissions" or "pre-established cost".
This function expands the possibility of acquiring products within the metaverse, generated by
individuals or companies, which can then also be used in reality. Eg: Car sales inside and outside the
metaverse or purchase of tickets inside the metaverse that can be used in a real event. It is also
possible to specify pre-established product resale conditions by the creator of the virtual product or
an NFT (NFTs outside of Xave Gateway, only available on Xave Marketplace and external compatible
with Xave Gateway metadata), useful for real estate, mobility, objects in-game, among others.

Diagram 1: Payment of royalties for one-to-many services with 2 royalty receiving accounts
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Diagram 2: Payment of royalties in a one-to-one product with a single creator.

Other native Xave Gateway operations
Staking for opening worlds in Xave Alphaverse
Xave Gateway can be configured to generate a non-prize stake goal for users who wish to vote their
stake for the opening of a zone, world, or island within the Xave Alphaverse. To do this, two dates
and a threshold to be crossed are established. The first date is the limit to cross that threshold,
which defines the cancellation or completion of the opening. The second date is the final opening.
The total stake can then be used to buy assets (buildings, zones, land, etc.) at a preferential price.
Only what is staked can be used, so the special price offer is exclusive to those who have staked
enough to buy it.
This Staking does not deliver LP tokens. It is instead a fixed token lock with no revenue.

Total supply token burning
Xave Gateway burns XVC tokens in relation to the amount of commission charged for each
transaction made. 50% of the commissions are destined to the burning of tokens until reaching the
burning of 20% of the total supply of XVC.
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Creation of "vCoins" or Virtual Coins for the assembly of exclusive
nano-economies of the metaverse or of a special zone
Certain coins are only collectible to access certain exclusive features.
This is the case of the vCoin "Freedom". This token is a prize for each action of use of the XVC or an
LP*** within Xave Gateway, and allows its holders access to early functions, project-defining votes
(similar to a DAO), and access to special openings of worlds in which to start staking it will be
necessary to have a number of Freedom tokens determined by the difficulty of acquisition at the
time of the announcement.

API and Dashboard to operate outside the metaverse
This system allows user or business accounts that are only interested in staking or renting their NFTs
to operate various features without using an Avatar. This is achieved through the use of a web
Dashboard that allows you to operate and connect with other Xave Alphaverse users from outside
of it.
In addition, it is possible to operate with your own dashboards through the use of a REST API. The
economic transactions carried out with the REST API have a different cost than the native
transactions.

Transaction fees
Every transaction using XVC between Xave Gateway users has a cost for the system of 2%, except in
the case of the use of bots whose commission rises to 2.5%.
Any transaction that uses virtual tokens (Freedom and Xaverim) has no cost, except in the case of
the use of bots whose commission is 0.5%. The virtual tokens captured by the use of bots return to
the treasury to be distributed in the official Rewards programs.

XAVE COIN IN XAVE ALPHAVERSE
In addition to the internal economic circuit of the Marketplace, Xave Coin may be used outside the
Xave Marketplace ecosystem, to acquire lands, properties, accessories and services within the Xave
Alphaverse. An immersive metaverse dedicated to art, entertainment and music with GoMusic City
as its main focus, the city of music.
Within the Xave Alphaverse metaverse, users will receive rewards, which will be delivered in
different trading actions in XVC token. Xave Alphaverse was born by merging our traditional
GoMusic OTT with a Metaverse in 3D gaming format.
In addition to this new form of consumption, it also retains its traditional form of applications and
web platform for those users who do not wish to participate in the virtual experience, with Xave
Coin being a central means of purchasing service subscriptions.
Any platform related to the Xave project will be able to freely incorporate this new Token as a
means of payment, making special mention at this point to our already existing network of Partners
and associated Ticketing Companies to promote this model, who will provide Xave tokens as a
payment option through Xave Gateway.
In this way, they will be able to provide their users with the possibility of acquiring products, such as
tickets and unique experiences, using the Xave Coin token. In addition, our network of partners will
have a pool of tokens available to deliver as a prize and/or reward to its users for studied actions
that encourage the use of the token inside and outside the Metaverse Ecosystem.
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The objective is that those providers that have a development team without blockchain experience
can incorporate the payment method in a short time, assisted by understandable documentation
and an easy-to-implement API. Through this strategy, the tokens distributed in the partner markets
and in the Xave Alphaverse, added to the activity of the Xave ecosystem and its Marketplace,
foresee an active and incessant economic flow that will allow the parties involved to generate
incentives and recover the tokens in short periods. of time, making it easy for users to learn about
the product and experience it, or generate profits through trade within the Xave Metaverse and the
Xave NFT Marketplace.

SCALABILITY
It is expected and desirable that the platform's audience grow rapidly in peaks, subject to the
increase in spaces, lands and experiences generated in the metaverse, to the activity of content
creators and the supply and demand of XVC within Xave Gateway. For this reason, the entire
ecosystem will be scalable and will always be worked towards an efficient optimization of resources,
added to an infrastructure of elastic cloud services that responds to demand actively and in
advance. That said, all the development of Xave Alphaverse, Xave Marketplace NFT, Xave Coin, Xave
Wallet and other future developments will adopt the philosophy of "stateless development", that is,
not dependent on databases or information on servers. In this way, the applications adapt to the
horizontal scalability model.
APIs are another key point. The architecture proposed to develop them focuses more on a
distributed system where each node is responsible for its configuration through environment
variables, making it capable of connecting to the data cluster without requiring to be online with
the rest of the nodes. For this, the data cluster must be made up of a highly available database and
a distributed data model that allows consistency even in the worst case (for example, a split brain).

CLOUD AGNOSTIC AS A POSSIBLE SOLUTION TO THE
PROBLEM OF CENTRALIZATION IN ORACLES, METADATA
AND WEB3 PLATFORMS
Cloud-agnostic infrastructures are environments capable of operating with any public cloud
provider with minimal disruption to the infrastructure. Infrastructures that employ a cloud-agnostic
strategy are able to efficiently scale their use of cloud services and take advantage of the different
features and pricing structures of providers. In this way, IaaS providers are only a vehicle that
provides virtual machines and network connectivity, while the infrastructure deals with the virtual
network layer and data encryption necessary to carry out the interconnection.
In a cloud-agnostic infrastructure it is possible to develop all kinds of services. We would like to
highlight Docker and Kubernetes among the options available to make a cloud-agnostic
infrastructure. We do not want to leave room for misunderstanding, many companies use these
technologies to go to market faster using microservices as they provide a solid foundation and are
widely accepted by many cloud service providers. In fact, they tend to be very faithful and provide
excellent speed and scalability. The advantages of this approach are varied, from a faster time to
market to a reduced cost of administration and maintenance of systems.
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But in Xave we see it as a weakness. You can have a thousand instances of a docker or k8s image
running on a cloud service provider, but if this provider has a regional or connectivity issue, your
service will be affected and your customers may experience a service outage. In a DeFi model, an
outage means that they cannot withdraw their funds, or that they cannot perform certain actions,
even the complete system crash leaving many of their clients unable to access an offer or income
opportunity, or to at the mercy of an imminent loss due to some external factor to the service that
requires an immediate withdrawal to avoid the depreciation of its assets.
We believe that adopting a cloud-agnostic stance is key to avoiding these kinds of limitations, for
example, by distributing infrastructure across multiple regions using two or more cloud service
providers and placing load balancers with unicast addresses in front of a full infrastructure. -HA. If
one of the providers had a connectivity problem, only we would know about it, and if the
infrastructure scales on its own to maintain the minimum number of nodes and instances for the
number of connected users, there may only be a brief moment of delay until that the system can
scale back to its previous size on the rest of the available providers.

On the other hand, the useful life of the code used is greater and the updates would not be subject
to the commandments of a specific provider, but to the guidelines and risk analysis of the company
that maintains the infrastructure and the code. This approach is more suitable when implementing
this project, since we could provide, for example, the entire deployment set so that anyone can
deploy a cloud-agnostic distributed infrastructure instance from Xave Market using Terraform, K8s,
Rancher and a S3 provider like AWS or Google.
The risks are less, the work is harder, and the product is what matters. This is our goal. We believe
that adopting a cloud-agnostic methodology for the underlying infrastructure of the entire Xave
Project is key to keeping systems running off-blockchain as decentralized as possible.
This approach also opens the door to the use of rented resources provided by users, allowing in the
future to consider the rental of spare-resources to users who wish to contribute to the project in
exchange for rewards according to the use of their node (transfer, storage and time CPU). We
believe that this objective is simpler to achieve than it sounds, since we could protect the
information transferred using point-to-point encryption for communications, encrypting data that
must be stored locally, and using nodes that act as validators to control the correct operation of
each component that is deployed on servers outside the company.

INFRASTRUCTURE
Built on top of Rancher, Kubernetes and Helm, our infrastructure allows microservices to be
deployed on different cloud service providers such as AWS, Google GCS, Vultr or Linode, to provide
distributed processing capacity. We use Weave Net (https://www.weave.works/oss/net) as CNI to
provision each node with a beneficial network toolkit that provides encryption, discovery,
performance, resiliency and scalability. Weave Net creates a virtual network that connects Docker
containers across multiple hosts and enables automatic discovery. It configures subsystems and
subsets that provide DNS, IPAM, and a distributed virtual firewall.
This is one of the key pieces in the implementation of this type of infrastructure. The other is
storage. Storage is a fundamental part when setting up distributed infrastructures, since local
storage cannot be counted on as it is not replicated on all available hosts. External storage arrays are
not portable and can be extremely expensive. Distributed systems such as data
streaming/messaging services (for example, RabbitMQ, Kafka), search engines (for example,
Elasticsearch), and database backends (for example, Postgres, MySQL, or Cassandra) need a
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combination of high throughput, low latency, and high throughput (IOPS and bandwidth). They
must also be resilient, scalable, and highly available. It's possible to achieve some of this using
dedicated storage hardware/networks, of course. However, there will be some performance
degradation compared to local storage.
There are a variety of approaches to solving this, from NFS and its variants (Ganesha, Ceph, or
GlusterFS), DRBD, StorageOS, Longhorn, and even S3-backed storage like ObjectiveFS. Of all the
ones we've tried, ObjectiveFS backed by MinIO distributed on-premises works best for us, though it
still has some memory usage and file partitioning issues.

An alternative to ObjectiveFS is Rancher Longhorn. Longhorn is many years in the making, offering
simplified, easy to deploy and update, 100% open source and cloud-native, persistent block storage
without the cost overhead of open source or proprietary alternatives. It is compatible with all
environments where we want to have a presence. Provides resilient distributed storage
infrastructure seamlessly integrated with Kubernetes.
Similar to and prior to Longhorn is StorageOS. The latter is in our opinion suitable for running
database storage backends like MySQL or Cassandra.
Used together, ObjectiveFS and Longhorn or StorageOS could provide resilient, fault-tolerant and
easy to manage and replicate distributed storage solutions, as well as economical, in case you need
to store large volumes of data (ObjectiveFS) and state variables or information. Quick Access Setup
(Longhorn/StorageOS).
This configuration allows us to make use of large numbers of small network servers to distribute the
load and bring the infrastructure closer to the user to improve latency. Added to the cloud-agnostic
vision of using services "as stateless as possible" and databases and distributed storage using open
technologies that can be deployed directly on virtual machines, and using only an essential service
that all IaaS providers have, we can generate a large distributed infrastructure with very high
performance and very limited cost, horizontally scalable and very elastic.

DISTRIBUTED DATA PROCESSING
At Xave we believe that decentralization is a path to follow for times to come, however, there is still
a lot to be resolved before having a very efficient system that is both decentralized and reliable
enough.
We want to test a decentralized data processing mechanism with our most exclusive users, as a test
for a later project. This system will be intended to allow users to run a certain set of instructions for
a short period of time, and receive a reward in XVC in exchange for that time. This time will be used
to process the information obtained from the use of the platform, stored in large volume databases
(big data), and thus obtain sufficient data relationships to make reports, graphs and infographics
with trends and market data. .
When there is enough information and progress to launch a processing-request, we will launch a
notice to subscribe to each of the batch processing beta requests that we will launch.
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XAVE INFINITY
Xave Infinity is an R&D proposal to develop a new class of decentralized infrastructure that takes
advantage of Blockchain technology as a database, distributed and redundant storage for stateful
applications and the use of virtualized networks for seamless and secure communication between nodes
and safe process execution. It is to build a decentralized IaaS infrastructure model made up of
community servers that provide virtual CPU, RAM, GPU and storage resources as mining, governed by a
test run validation model, currently being planned by the Xave team which we call “DPoEx”.
The object of such claim is to expand the frontiers of DApps and centralized applications of traditional
code on a planetary scale, allowing both science-oriented code and gaming and traditional applications
to run that today depend on traditional IaaS or PaaS services due to the need to execute programs with
continuous and persistent processes. The proposal is to build a blockchain that allows the execution of
any service, process or application that is currently centralized in a decentralized environment, thus
transforming it into a decentralized one.
In turn, Xave Infinity would provide any entity with a homogeneous platform for its web services,
applications, digital banks or crypto exchanges - to name a few examples - with the ability to scale to any
physical location where there is a node with available capacity, under demand, paying the resources
used with the project's native token.
Xave Infinity will be based on an execution validation algorithm that we call “DPoEx” (Delegated Proof of
Execution) in charge of validating the coherence of the data entry against the original request before its
processing and rewarding the devices in charge of processing the request or execute a persistent process
with a time and power base.
The execution environment will be composed of a fast access distributed object storage system, with a
fully POSIX-compliant FUSE interface, a database based on blockchain technology, and the ability to
execute continuous processes as well as asynchronous functions, which will be its main differential. In
addition, each node will provide outgoing internet connectivity for the network, and certain nodes that
meet the necessary characteristics may qualify to provide incoming connectivity.
The public network will have its own name resolution system, which must only be compatible with IPv6,
thus allowing it to take advantage of existing DNS infrastructures, avoiding a disruption of those services
that want to migrate to this technology. While IPv4 may still be in use by the time this process is
possible, proxyfied DNS services already exist today that allow IPv4 headers to be sent to backends that
only support IPv6.
The private network, in turn, will have a private name resolution system for its services, separated into
environments, isolated in private virtual networks.
Services hosted on Xave Infinity will have access to their own storage space, accessible only by the
services that created the virtual disk. However, these contents could be read-only public access at the
request of the administrator of each service, to provide transparency to the community. This will not
happen with the database, which will always be publicly accessible.
Nodes will be able to allocate resources using virtualization software to execute the process control
agent, which will be in charge of executing all the processes necessary to make the node available on the
network. The resource management of the virtualized node, monitoring and mainly the security of the
information housed in the storage and volatile memory of each node will be taken into account.

Xave Infinity, a project to decentralize Xave Gateway
Xave Infinity will be a blockchain capable of decentralizing any system currently programmed as
centralized, by combining distributed storage and processing with a database based on blockchain
technology and a validated execution system (DPoEx) that will allow arbitrary code to be run for a fee. by
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execution or persistence, data transfer, storage and writing in database with blockchain format. Xave
Gateway will be integrated into Xave Infinity before opening up to other projects to transform the
entire current centralized operations system into an open, public, secure and decentralized system,
serving as an example for future developments of the same kind, marking the step towards
decentralization.

Gateway as metadata repository
From the color of an outfit to the properties of an NFT, the Xave Gateway will be home to a repository of
properties for every item that can exist in a metaverse. In this way, the use of the Rule Builder gains
power by having access to each data that makes up a product (such as the address of its creator's
account to assign royalties) and allows users and companies to create all kinds of relationships and logics
of business. The integration of Xave Gateway into Xave Infinity will allow users to keep a copy of their
metadata information in a cheap and decentralized way by hosting resources for Xave Infinity.

Information durability
Non-fungible tokens are starting to revolutionize the way people prove possession of physical assets.
This new path, built on blockchains that support smart contracts, is gradually making its way into the
markets to become the new way of accrediting ownership of a physical or digital asset without relying on
complex structures.
However, there is still a long way to go and changes to be made for these small code structures to
become an authentic, reliable and durable certificate of ownership, while storing that information in a
blockchain is cheap. At Xave we are already beginning to glimpse the future of these structures, and we
aim to achieve an efficient and easily scalable model to increase the durability of this information by
creating Xave Infinity, a decentralized IaaS that will use Blockchain technology as a database and storage
in objects such as permanent access memory, facilitating and saving the storage of the metadata of
those NFTs that are hosted in Xave Gateway.

XVC TOKEN ECONOMY
To protect our community's investments in the exchanges, we will distribute 750 million tokens in
various stages of sale, segmented by periods and by maximum sales volumes per capita. These sales
will result in tokens locked by Smart Contract, which will be credited on demand after a certain date
and in staggered periods. The operations will be carried out on the Ethereum and Binance Smart
Chain networks, against the interfaces of the ERC20 and BEP20 contract of Xave Coin. In the
meantime, the products and networks where the token can be purchased by retail purchase will
gradually become available as the products are finalized.
On the other hand, the promotional actions that acquire tokens at the beginning of the project will
use XVC synthetic tokens on the aforementioned networks. Such tokens will have an exchange
process aided by a portal and a smart contract in charge of burning the synthetics and exchanging
them for XVC through a very simple Web3 interface, to which access will be provided from the
unlock dates determined in the stages. of presale.
Said synthetics will be referred to as “Wrapped XaveCoin” and “Long-Wrapped XaveCoin” or
“WXVC” and “SXVC”. The unlocking of WXVC delivered in Airdrops will be carried out gradually
during the course of the year 2023 using an Allowance system for the smart contract that will carry
out the Swap. Such events will be communicated through the official social networks of the project,
they will be without scheduled dates and with the greatest possible randomness to avoid abuse of
the system by bots and automated mechanisms.
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Token generation events
The first version of the XVC token was generated based on the token definition drafted in the ERC20
compiled in Solidity v0.7.6+commit.7338295f, it was first deployed on the Ethereum Mainnet on
2021-03-20 under the address 0x4fABf135bCF8111671870d4399af739683198f96 and then on
2021-06-11 the first synthetic token “Wrapped XaveCoin” with the ticker “WXVC” was deployed on the
same network, under the address 0x34F4778821d41e9D952c57AF70Ab53406F82C7c6 to allow the
delivery of the first token guarantees without releasing the original token to the market and to the
people involved in the early stages of the project.
Subsequently, the Binance Smart Chain network was incorporated, for which three tokens were
deployed with the same code and compiler version as their counterpart on the Ethereum Mainnet, with
the differences to adapt to the BEP20 specification. XVC.BSC was deployed under the address
0xffe2a166a3ea6dd7bb11b2c48f08f1e4202d4e78 on 2021-09-21, then two synthetic tokens were
deployed on the same network, “Wrapped XaveCoin” with the ticker “WXVC” in
0x1d0eC846cb054712b9c0Ec40D2861F5b34AE0C52 on 2021-09-23 and “Long-Wrapped XaveCoin” with
ticker “SXVC” on 0x7cfe95de266e0c4fb445b44726c8818b84438ebb on 2021-10-29. Currently, it
continues to operate mainly on the Binance Smart Chain network due to its low usage costs and its high
transaction rate.

Multi-blockchain operation
The XVC token will operate on a variety of networks as the project develops. For this purpose, Xave
Gateway will operate as a bridge between all available networks. To fulfill this purpose, the tokens
deployed in the networks where they are going to operate (currently Binance Smart Chain and Ethereum
Mainnet) will have the same supply in all networks, in order to later be able to match and catch that
supply between the bridges, so that the total circulating of all networks are equivalent to the total
supply of a single token in a single network.
In addition to Xave Gateway as a bridge, Xave will take advantage of third-party Inter-network bridge
technologies to facilitate the operation of the token outside the project's ecosystem, mainly during the
early stages of development of the products proposed in this document.

Public Sale
Community presale
Date: 8/10/2021 to 28/02/2022
XVC Supply - 250M
Price: 0,0015 USD por unidad.
Blocking 0 to 500 USD - Vesting until 09/06/2022
Blocking +500 USD - Vesting until 09/07/2022
Stage 1 (IEO)
Date: 10/03/2022
Price: 0,003 USDT per unit.
Stage 2 (IEO)
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Date: 17/03/2022
Price: 0,004 USDT per unit.
Stage 3 (IEO, without limit)
Date: 23/03/2022
Price: 0,005 per unit.
Listing on exchanges
Date: As of 28/03/2022
Price: 0,0050

Initial Distribution

●
●
●
●
●
●

Public Sale 10%
Private Sale 5%
Strategic partners 5%
Company 6%
Xave Foundation 2%
Advisors 1%

●
●
●
●
●

Laboratory 11%
Marketing 25,5%
XAVE Ecosystem 8%
Rewards 14,5%
Team 12%
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Vesting
The XaveCoin tokens distributed according to the configuration detailed in the initial distribution will be
locked with a smart contract to establish the following Vesting table. The details, audit and direction of
said smart contract will be published in the next update of this document.
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Supply vesting schedule details

TGE (Year 1)
Totals in XVC

Description

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

xvc 500.000.000 Public Sale

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 250.000.000 Private Sale

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 0

Strategic
xvc 250.000.000 partners

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 300.000.000 Company

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 100.000.000 Xave Foundation

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 50.000.000 Advisors

xvc 0

xvc 10.000.000

xvc 20.000.000

xvc 20.000.000

xvc 550.000.000 Xave Labs

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 1.275.000.000 Marketing
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xvc 400.000.000 Xave Ecosystem

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 725.000.000 Rewards

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 600.000.000 Team

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 0

Total expected circulating
supply

XVC 0 XVC 10.000.000 XVC 20.000.000 XVC 20.000.000

Total % of total supply

0,00%

0,20%

0,40%

0,40%

Yr 2022
Totals in XVC

Description

xvc 500.000.000 Public Sale

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

xvc 300.000.000 xvc 500.000.000 xvc 500.000.000 xvc 500.000.000

xvc 250.000.000 Private Sale

xvc 0 xvc 150.000.000 xvc 200.000.000 xvc 200.000.000

Strategic
xvc 250.000.000 partners

xvc 0

xvc 50.000.000

xvc 75.000.000

xvc 75.000.000

xvc 300.000.000 Company

xvc 0

xvc 0

xvc 8.000.000

xvc 12.000.000

xvc 100.000.000 Xave Foundation

xvc 0

xvc 1.000.000

xvc 25.000.000

xvc 25.000.000

xvc 50.000.000 Advisors

xvc 30.000.000

xvc 30.000.000

xvc 40.000.000

xvc 40.000.000

xvc 550.000.000 Xave Labs

xvc 25.000.000

xvc 25.000.000

xvc 50.000.000

xvc 75.000.000

xvc 1.275.000.000 Marketing

xvc 10.000.000 xvc 120.000.000 xvc 145.000.000 xvc 170.000.000

xvc 400.000.000 Xave Ecosystem

xvc 0

xvc 0 xvc 100.000.000 xvc 100.000.000

xvc 725.000.000 Rewards

xvc 0 xvc 100.000.000 xvc 100.000.000 xvc 150.000.000

xvc 600.000.000 Team

xvc 0

xvc 300.000

xvc 600.000

xvc 600.000

Total expected circulating
supply

XVC
365.000.000

XVC
976.300.000

XVC
1.243.600.000

XVC
1.347.600.000

Total % of total supply

7,30%

19,53%

24,87%

26,95%

Yr 2023
Totals in XVC

Description

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

xvc 500.000.000 Public Sale

xvc 500.000.000 xvc 500.000.000 xvc 500.000.000 xvc 500.000.000

xvc 250.000.000 Private Sale

xvc 200.000.000 xvc 200.000.000 xvc 200.000.000 xvc 200.000.000

Strategic
xvc 250.000.000 partners

xvc 100.000.000 xvc 100.000.000 xvc 150.000.000 xvc 150.000.000

xvc 300.000.000 Company

xvc 12.000.000

xvc 12.000.000

xvc 12.000.000

xvc 12.000.000

xvc 100.000.000 Xave Foundation

xvc 25.000.000

xvc 25.000.000

xvc 25.000.000

xvc 25.000.000
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xvc 50.000.000 Advisors
xvc 550.000.000 Xave Labs
xvc 1.275.000.000 Marketing

xvc 40.000.000

xvc 40.000.000

xvc 40.000.000

xvc 40.000.000

xvc 100.000.000 xvc 100.000.000 xvc 140.000.000 xvc 140.000.000
xvc 220.000.000 xvc 310.000.000 xvc 420.000.000 xvc 450.000.000

xvc 400.000.000 Xave Ecosystem

xvc 200.000.000 xvc 200.000.000 xvc 200.000.000 xvc 200.000.000

xvc 725.000.000 Rewards

xvc 250.000.000 xvc 375.000.000 xvc 375.000.000 xvc 450.000.000

xvc 600.000.000 Team

xvc 120.000.000 xvc 210.000.000 xvc 210.000.000 xvc 210.000.000

Total expected circulating
supply

XVC
1.767.000.000

XVC
2.072.000.000

XVC
2.272.000.000

XVC
2.377.000.000

Total % of total supply

35,34%

41,44%

45,44%

47,54%

End of token
vesting

Yr 2024 onwards
Totals in XVC

Description

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

xvc 500.000.000 Public Sale

xvc 500.000.000 xvc 500.000.000 xvc 500.000.000 xvc 500.000.000

xvc 250.000.000 Private Sale

xvc 250.000.000 xvc 250.000.000 xvc 250.000.000 xvc 250.000.000

Strategic
xvc 250.000.000 partners

xvc 150.000.000 xvc 150.000.000 xvc 150.000.000 xvc 250.000.000

xvc 300.000.000 Company

xvc 50.000.000 xvc 120.000.000 xvc 120.000.000 xvc 300.000.000

xvc 100.000.000 Xave Foundation

xvc 50.000.000

xvc 50.000.000

xvc 75.000.000 xvc 100.000.000

xvc 50.000.000

xvc 50.000.000

xvc 50.000.000

xvc 50.000.000 Advisors
xvc 550.000.000 Xave Labs
xvc 1.275.000.000 Marketing

xvc 50.000.000

xvc 200.000.000 xvc 360.000.000 xvc 450.000.000 xvc 550.000.000
xvc 555.000.000 xvc 700.000.000

xvc
1.050.000.000

xvc
1.275.000.000

xvc 400.000.000 Xave Ecosystem

xvc 250.000.000 xvc 250.000.000 xvc 250.000.000 xvc 400.000.000

xvc 725.000.000 Rewards

xvc 630.000.000 xvc 630.000.000 xvc 725.000.000 xvc 725.000.000

xvc 600.000.000 Team

xvc 330.000.000 xvc 450.000.000 xvc 450.000.000 xvc 600.000.000

Total expected circulating
supply

XVC
3.015.000.000

XVC
3.510.000.000

XVC
4.070.000.000

XVC
5.000.000.000

Total % of total supply

60,30%

70,20%

81,40%

100,00%

ROADMAP
2021
Q2 2021
●
●

ERC20 Token launch
Whitepaper v1.0
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●

First XaveCoin synthetic token WXVC launch over ERC20

Q3 2021
●
●
●
●
●

Xave Marketplace Alpha v0.1
Synthetics Vesting
Xave Wallet first steps
Xave Gateway: Account manager release
Whitepaper v1.1

Q4 2021
●
●
●
●
●

BEP20 Token launch
BEP20 WXVC and SXVC synthetics over BEP20
Whitepaper v1.1.03
Private sale
XVC Vesting contract development

2022
Q1 2022
●
●
●
●
●

Whitepaper v1.2
Xave Marketplace v1.0 release
Xave Metaverse public preview: GoMusic Arena
Xave Coin IEO and Exchange listing
Token, Vesting Contract and Synthetics vesting platform audit reports

Q2 2022
●
●
●
●

●

Xave Marketplace White label merge to v1.1
Xave Ticketing smart contract release and integration into Xave Alphaverse
Xave Gateway Alpha internal (non-public) testing
Xave World Alpha version. First world with its first Main City and three main areas: GoMusic
Theatre and Xave Arena and the Stage4all. Testisting and launch of the ticketing system and
the Wallet Connection.
Xave Token 3rd party inter-network bridge adoption

Q3 2022
●
●
●
●
●

Xave World: Creation of a new area linked to NFTs Art District.
Incorporation of the Xave Art Marketplace and the Music NFT Marketplace to GoMusic City.
Opening of the Gardel Digital Museum.
Xave Gateway Beta release and integration into Xave Metaverse. Public testing phase.
Cybersec analysis.
Cardano, Solana and TRC20 Token launch
Planned release candidate for v1.0 of Xave Gateway

Q4 2022
●

Xave World: SoundCulture Island: 100% oriented to electronic music, with the incorporation
of a new official Arena. Parceling and commercialization of land as NFTs in this area.
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●
●
●
●

Xave Marketplace: Full integration with Xave Gateway and Xave Metaverse.
Xave Wallet: Beta release as Gateway companion app
Planned improvements to the CDN: Incorporation of GoLive DVTD (Dynamic Video
Transcoding and Distribution)
New UX functionalities. Deployment of Gateway’s new business blocks.

2023
Q1 2023
●
●

Xave World: Launch of the Beta Version, with a new space dedicated to new NFT lands
aimed towards users and companies.
Xave Non Fungible Tokens improvement proposal: Data persistency network

Q2 2023
●
●

Xave Gateway and Metaverse Economic Improvement: Automated loading of NFTs as usable
3D assets in-game.
Xave Metaverse UX Improvement: In-game piece design.

Q3 2023
●
●

Xave World: Incorporation of official stores and pubs, aimed for the community as meeting
points. Assets store so that users can sell assets acquired at events.
Xave World: Opening of the Festival City. Unified with the main city in an open space where
Festivals will be the main attraction and the users will be able to purchase and keep or rent
their own space to watch the events. Possibility of artists and production companies to rent
the mains stage to host their events.

Q4 2023
●
●

Xave World: Assets Store Update - Possibility of importing assets designed by users, to use
in their avatar and lands, or selling them in the Assets Store.
Xave World: Pubs and community meeting points update - Creation of Official Fan Clubs,
organized by the community, with the tools to set ranks within the Club and the
incorporation of official buildings for users to meet and apply to be part of them.

2024
Q1 2024
●
●

Xave Infinity: Final proposal and start of development.
Xave Infinity: Release of the Economic and Technical Whitepaper.
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Q2 2024
●

Xave Infinity: Open Source opening of first development steps.

Q3 2024
●
●

Xave Infinity: Private test of first versions with real processes in a controlled environment.
Publication of mining requirements. First test nodes. Opening the node controller source
code.

Q4 2024
●

Xave Infinity: Testing Phase 1 - Genesis Testnet Phase 1. Block explorer. Wallet repository.
Examples of use. Optimization of processes. Loading bug reports and logs.

2025
Q1 2025
●

●

Xave Infinity: Testing Phase 2 - Arbitrary code implementations turing complete in Testnet.
Optimization of processes. Code test compatible with Exchange and Proxy Transfer
functionality. First steps of using distributed storage between nodes. GUI and code
execution. Containment testing and process isolation. Block storage, processing and signing
as validation.
Xave Infinity: Testing Phase 3 - Verification of the economy of the protocol. Optimization of
processes. Active vulnerability testing. Performance optimization. Mining nodes in four
tiers: Validator, Processor + Validator, Storage + Processor, Storage.

Q2 2025
●

●

Xave Infinity: XAVE token and Mainnet launch. Performance optimization. Launch of the
second test network. Launch of the distributed storage network for infrastructures based on
Xave Infinity.
Xave Gateway first steps of integration into Infinity

Q3 2025
●

Xave Gateway deployment over Infinity Testnet

PARTNERS
〉
〉

Nomics
Icolink
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〉
〉
〉
〉
〉
〉

FTX
Zeasn
Pico Interactive
Coinscope
Coinhunters
Coincheckup

TEAM
Executives
Hernán Portugal
CoFounder & Board Member
Businessman and serial entrepreneur. Video Producer and OTT
specialist. Expert in live streaming and VOD. Sales manager. Technology
lover. Business development. Crypto lover and evangelist in virtual
reality technology. Founder of Episode 3, D4DR.TV, GoLive, GoMusic,
Soundculture and Kudu VR.
Senior executive with 23 years of business experience in Argentina,
Chile, Mexico, Brazil, Spain and the United States.

Diego Balan
CoFounder & Board Member

Ceo & Co-Founder of Accesshoy and TicketHoy.live, with operations in
Argentina, Chile, Mexico, Brazil, Spain and the United States. Advisor in
Startups based on blockchain. Business Developer with orientation in
revenue. Expert in Live Streaming, with more than 500 digital events
broadcast live under his executive direction. Team builder. Producer of
concerts and events with social impact.

Walter Semolič
CoFounder & Board Member
Artistic and executive producer. Director of digital marketing for various
record companies and OTT platforms. Show producer. A&R and music
publicist. Discographic producer. Artist manager. Development of new
businesses in the entertainment industry.
Passionate musician and music producer. Over 20 years of experience
in the music and entertainment industry. More than 70 recordings
made and published. More than 400 concerts performed in more than
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19 countries in Latin America and Europe with established and
emerging artists.

Juan Martín Cufré
CoFounder & Board Member
Technologist, self-taught, passionate about innovation, entrepreneur,
philanthropist and nature lover. Information technology and security
consultant. 16 years of experience.
Juan comprehensively directs the technological development of Xave,
platform, applications, distribution, integrations with payment
methods and partners.

Leandro Moleón
CoFounder & Board Member
An experienced executive in the world of sales, business and
investment. He worked in international companies such as TREVI
GROUP, PETREVEN and MAPFRE Cia (insurance). Leandro began his
work at GRUPO FINANCIERO GALICIA where he worked for 2 years.
Shortly thereafter, he launched himself independently into the world of
stock market investments and various short, medium and long-term
financial tools. As a result of his new professional position, and in
search of new opportunities, he became interested in investments in
cryptocurrencies. 6 years of experience in the financial area. Leandro is
an ambassador at the BIIALAB Foundation, an organization created to
educate, inspire and transform Latin America.

Matías Calzada
CoFounder & Board Member
Audiovisual producer with more than 10 years of experience in the
coordination of multidisciplinary teams. in television, audiovisual
advertising and institutional communication, both private and
governmental. He carried out his activities in Argentina, Chile and
Mexico.
He has developed communication and press work in institutions linked
to the Scientific and Technological sector through the Ministry of
Science and Technology and the National Agency for Scientific and
Technological Promotion of the Argentine Republic.
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Marcelo E. Finkelberg
COO Xave Alphaverse
Business administrator and post-graduate in Business Administration
and Telecommunications at the University of San Andrés, Buenos Aires.
He developed numerous activities in the technology, academic and civil
areas, including: Executive Director of International Latin University.
Director for Latin America of Acigames - Brazil.
Director of the international consultancy firm GrowPro.
Consulting Director of Technology Wego Tech Pro.

Advisors

Frédéric Chesnais

Jack Saracco

Advisor & Shareholder

Chief Tokenomics Officer

Edwin Mata
Advisor

Hernán Mayol
Advisor

Héctor Casas
Advisor
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LINKS
XAVE WORLD
https://xave.world
XAVE COIN
https://xavecoin.com
XAVE MARKET
https://xave.market
LINKEDIN
https://www.linkedin.com/company/xavecoin
TWITTER
https://twitter.com/xavecoin
https://twitter.com/xavemarket
INSTAGRAM
https://www.instagram.com/xavecoin
https://www.instagram.com/xavemarket
MEDIUM
https://medium.com/@xavecoin
DISCORD
https://discord.com/channels/xavecoin
YOUTUBE
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCCSIHz2WB0-WOFGLRUZqmHg
OFFICIAL GIT PAGE
https://git.xavecoin.com/public/

SOURCES
https://rainnews.com/midia-research-streaming-was-56-of-the-21-5-billion-in-global-music-revenue-for
2019/#:~:text=Streaming%20was%20responsible%20for%20%2411.9,for%20streaming%20has%20been
%20slowing
https://grayscale.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/Grayscale_Metaverse_Report_Nov2021.pdf
https://es.statista.com/estadisticas/942349/principales-plataformas-de-musica-en-streaming-del-mundo
-segun-suscriptores
https://www.digitalmusicnews.com/2018/12/25/streaming-music-services-pay-2019
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https://latinwmg.com/las-10-plataformas-de-musica-digital-mas-rentables
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1WwZ5Ve5Ic58H7N4eYgMTtrNpBMeOgrPm26vucRkfgCc/edit#
gid=1445623786
https://www.digitalmusicnews.com/2018/08/06/streaming-music-pay-david-crosby
https://rapidapi.com/blog/top-free-music-data-apis
https://www.agenciasdemedios.com.ar/persumer-el-consumidor-del-futuro-y-que-espera-de-las-marcas
https://medium.com/humio/what-is-cloud-native-anyway-6ff0aa0b311d
https://coingeek.com/binance-coinbase-and-kraken-crack-under-pressure
https://looker.com/definitions/cloud-agnostic
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